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Abstract: As fashion mass customization has been developing rapidly in the recent decade, supply
chain in apparel industry was required to be more flexible for meeting the need of quick response
toward the dynamic changes in the fashion market. Forecast-based make-to-stock production
strategy was not suitable anymore. Make-to-order strategy was employed by more and more apparel
companies. However, there were still many defects in traditional make-to-order apparel supply chain,
e.g., sustainability is still at a low level. In this study, we proposed a collaborative cloud service
platform to develop a novel model of sustainable make-to-order apparel supply chain. A service
provider selection heuristic was designed for this platform to optimally select suppliers corresponding
to each received demand. Multi-agent-based simulation technology was utilized to build the proposed
platform and to evaluate the new sustainable supply chain model. Experiment was conducted in
the simulation to compare our new model to traditional apparel make-to-order model and model
with outsourcing mechanism. Based on simulation results, the remarkable improvement in terms of
sustainability of the proposed platform and corresponding supply chain model was demonstrated.

Keywords: supply chain collaboration; sustainable supply chain; make-to-order; apparel industry;
agent-based simulation; optimization

1. Introduction

In today’s fashion market, more and more customers require customization and personalization in
apparel design. Mass customization has become the mainstream in apparel production, which changes
apparel production, leading to small series production and high diversity in production. Moreover,
with the increasing of stochastic demands from customer in apparel market, forecast-based production
becomes difficult in today’s apparel supply chain (SC), thus make-to-stock strategy is no longer
appropriate. Therefore, make-to-order strategy, as a common strategy used to cope with these
requirements, is employed by many manufacturers of apparel SC in recent years. Make-to-order
strategy means that manufacturers starts production only after receiving a customer’s order;
production and distribution processes in the SC are all triggered by customer orders [1]. Besides
the aforementioned advantages, such as meeting the desire for customization and reducing risk
of forecast-based production, make-to-order strategy can also help companies avoid inventory of
semi-finished products and final products which are unavoidable in make-to-stock strategy [2].
However, the make-to-order strategy also incurs many additional issues, such as long lead time [3],
unsustainable relationships, high cost [4] and unbalanced capacity. There are many constraints in
traditional make-to-order apparel SC model (described in Section 2.1 in detail) due to its defects.
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Customers always need to place an order to apparel manufacturer several months in advance for
production. The order size should be big enough per order. Under such circumstance, late delivery
still often occurs due to insufficient raw material or insufficient production capacity. Hence, traditional
make-to-order SC model cannot be regarded as sustainable SC. Companies who can satisfy due dates
set by customers and can shorten lead times could have a great competitive advantage. Therefore,
traditional make-to-order apparel SC needs to be optimized for sustainability.

Supply chain collaboration (SCC), as an emerging concept and method in SC management in the
past decades, plays a vital role in meeting the trend for sustainable SC. It has been regarded as one
of the most important ways to realize sustainable SC and optimize SC performance. Many studies
were conducted in SCC field. There are many methods used in SCC and they are all demonstrated in
many studies as effective ways to improve SC performance, including profit sharing [5–7], information
sharing [8–10], joint-decision making [11–13] and resource sharing [14–16]. In traditional make-to-order
apparel SC, from fabric manufacturing echelon to apparel manufacturing echelon, each company
always has a single supplier, forming independent SC structure without coordination. In today’s
apparel SC, many companies use outsourcing mechanism (described in detail in Section 2.2) for
collaboration and optimizing resource distribution; however, it is a mechanism mainly used by big
apparel companies but not by apparel SMEs (Small and medium enterprises). Therefore, it cannot be
regarded as an optimized mechanism from a general supply chain scope, as it neglects apparel SMEs,
which are an important part of today’s apparel SC. To the best of our knowledge, there is no study
regarding developing sustainable SC among apparel SMEs.

In recent years, the concept of cloud manufacturing was raised [17], although it is still under
development. Cloud manufacturing “uses the network, cloud computing, service computing and
manufacturing enabling technologies to transform manufacturing resources and manufacturing
capabilities into manufacturing services, which can be managed and operated in an intelligent and
unified way to enable the full sharing and circulating of manufacturing resources and manufacturing
capabilities” [18]. Concisely, customers send orders to a cloud manufacturing central system, and the
central system selects the service provider for the customer. However, cloud manufacturing is only
concentrated on manufacturing sector (one echelon in SC) but not from a series of SC echelons
perspective. Cloud manufacturing is a totally centralized structure; the company can hardly maintain
their own decision rights [19], which is hardly accepted in the highly competitive apparel industry.
Moreover, although there are several studies regarding cloud manufacturing, most only proposed the
concept or model by introducing new structure or system, while no study evaluates its exact effect
on SC performance based on experiment in real industry or through simulation technology. In this
study, we propose a sustainable SC model by designing a collaborative cloud service platform to
develop a “service to business to customer” (S2B2C) structure. Although the collaboration level among
companies is enhanced, companies maintain their individual right to make decision of whether to
keep an order or use the cloud service. The platform integrates multiple aforementioned SCC methods,
e.g., information sharing, resource sharing, joint-decision making, etc. It aims at solving issues in
existing make-to-order apparel SC models (e.g., traditional SC model and SC model with outsourcing
mechanism) and increasing the sustainability of the whole SC. We utilized agent-based simulation
technology to realize the platform and help us to answer several research questions in this study,
including: Can our cloud platform bring more advantages to the whole SC? Is the novel model more
beneficial to SMEs or to big companies? To what extent can they benefit from the novel model in terms
of sustainable SC performance?

The structure of remaining paper is introduced as follows. Section 2 introduces three
make-to-order apparel SC models: traditional SC model, SC model with outsourcing mechanism
and our new sustainable SC model. In Section 3, the methodology used in this study is introduced.
The problem is described by mathematical formulation while agent-based simulation technology is
used for developing and experimenting three SC models. Experiment results and corresponding
discussions are shown in Section 4. Final conclusions are presented in Section 5.
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2. Make-To-Order Apparel Supply Chain Models

2.1. Traditional Make-To-Order Apparel Supply Chain Model

In traditional make-to-order apparel SC, information flow and material flow are totally reversed,
as shown in Figure 1. In a four-echelon apparel SC, customers place an order to apparel manufacturer.
According to the order, apparel manufacturer starts production if there are raw materials and
production capacity available. It would place an order for raw materials to dyeing manufacturer if
there is insufficient raw materials. The same principle applies to dyeing manufacturer and fabric
manufacturer. In the traditional model, companies always collaborate with the same downstream
suppliers and upstream suppliers. They do not have connections, either with other downstream and
upstream suppliers or with companies in the same SC echelon, so that every SC is decentralized
and independent in a general perspective. The traditional model is still widely used in apparel SC
nowadays, especially in apparel SMEs. However, make-to-order SC model still faces many difficult
challenges, such as fulfilment of orders in promised lead time [1], high cost, failure to meet uncertain
demand [20], high demand variation resulting in large workload fluctuations, and balance between
the input rate of orders and production capacity [21].

Figure 1. Traditional make-to-order apparel supply chain model.

2.2. Make-To-Order Apparel Supply Chain Model with Outsourcing Mechanism

Based on traditional make-to-order SC model, outsourcing mechanism is developed and is also
widely utilized in apparel SC in the past decades. Outsourcing mechanism plays a vital role in today’s
SC, as it could bring many advantages to companies, such as better quality of service and product
delivery capability improvement [22]. In apparel SC, under most circumstances, this mechanism is
usually utilized by a large company in apparel SC to re-distribute their orders to a group of SMEs.
For example, 60 percent of the manufacturing jobs of ZARA were outsourced in countries close to the
Zara headquarters in Spain [23], resulting in reducing the lead time to only three weeks, which helps
it realize quick response to demand and to be able to reduce both markdowns and lost sales [24].
There are plenty of ways and levels to outsource certain operations in a SC. It could be realized
horizontally (in the same SC echelon) or vertically (in different SC echelons) [25]. In this study, we only
consider horizontally outsourcing in apparel SC. As shown in Figure 2, besides the information flow
and material flow in traditional model, companies have another option to complete and distribute
orders. They could partially or totally re-distribute received order to another company in the same
SC echelon if they are not able to complete the order in time or do not want to produce the order.
Although outsourcing mechanism is a well-established option to optimize make-to-order production,
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it is rarely applied by SMEs due to their relatively weak role in apparel industry. Consequently, it is
hardly to be an optimal solution for the whole SC and SMEs in make-to-order apparel SC.

Figure 2. Make-to-order apparel supply chain model with outsourcing mechanism.

2.3. Sustainable Make-To-Order Apparel Supply Chain Model with Collaborative Cloud Service Platform

To optimize existing make-to-order apparel SC models, we proposed a new sustainable SC model
by developing a collaborative cloud service platform (CCSP) in this study. As shown in Figure 3,
CCSP is a third-party, centralizing companies in SC from all echelons. Same as the information flow
and material flow in the traditional SC model, companies start production according to orders from
downstream suppliers and place order to upstream suppliers for raw materials. However, if a company
cannot produce a received order in time due to insufficient capacity or raw material, after evaluating
the pros and cons (such as lost profit for sharing the order, penalty for late delivery and worse
customer satisfaction for late delivery), it could send a demand with relevant information to CCSP.
Through internal database and decision-making system, CCSP is responsible for selecting a suitable
service provider in the platform to take over the order. In the new sustainable SC model, collaborative
relationships are inter-organizational, inter-echelons, interactional and dynamic among companies.

2.3.1. Information and Data System

All companies on the CCSP should update their data to the platform database, including
remaining raw material quantity, remaining production capacity and remaining orders to be processed.
Those data are utilized for optimally selecting service provider in decision-making system. Moreover,
companies should provide relevant information, e.g., order size, required lead time, etc., accompanying
with the demand to the CCSP if they place a demand to the platform. Provided information is served
as input parameters in decision-making process.

To realize information sharing and information updating in CCSP, the concept of Internet of things
(IoT) and its applications could be used, such as ambient platform [26]. Internet of things is defined as
“devices or sensors connected world where objects are connected, monitored, and optimised through
either wired, wireless, or hybrid systems” [27]. It is regarded as one of the efficient ways to solve
the problems of information sharing in the supply chain [28]. By merging applications of IoT into
CCSP, all required data can be automatically shared and communicated through implemented sensors
and devices.
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Figure 3. Sustainable make-to-order apparel supply chain model with CCSP.

In the new sustainable model, information and data are only shared to the platform but are not
shared to other companies or so-called competitors. CCSP, as a third-party, does not have mutual
interests with all suppliers on the platform. Therefore, there is no risk for data leakage.

2.3.2. Decision-Making System

Once the platform receives a demand from company, the decision-making process is activated
for selecting optimal service provider to the demand, as shown in Figure 4. We designed a service
provider selection heuristic (SPSH) for the decision-making system in CCSP. It could select the most
suitable service provider corresponding to each received demand. In general, two screening steps and
one selection step are conducted in SPSH for all potential service providers (suppliers) corresponding
to the demand one by one, as follows:

1. The order queue of examined supplier is checked. If there is any order waiting in the queue for
production, the supplier is not considered. If not, it would be proceeded to next step.

2. The raw material status is checked. If examined supplier has sufficient raw material for production
of corresponding demand, it would be proceeded to next step. If not, the supplier is abandoned
for the demand.

3. The production capacity is checked. If examined supplier has higher capacity than currently
selected optimal supplier, it would be selected as new optimal supplier. If not, this supplier is
abandoned for corresponding demand.

After looping through all candidate service providers with conducting the three steps, the most
appropriate service provider, which has the highest production capacity with sufficient raw material
and without same production task waiting in the queue, is finally selected for corresponding demand.
The mathematical formulation of SPSH and its realization in simulation model are introduced in detail
in the Methodology Section.
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Figure 4. Flowchart of decision-making system.

3. Methodology

To produce a shared order from CCSP may incur additional raw material order fee and may have
influence on the production of own order. Besides, manufacturers cannot gain full profits by producing
a shared order from CCSP, as we defined the ratio of profit which a company can keep in terms of
a shared order to stimulate their willingness to enhance collaboration and use the service of CCSP.
Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the exact influence of our proposed SC model on the whole SC
and individual companies by comparing it to existing models (traditional SC model and SC model
with outsourcing mechanism). In this section, we first described the problem through mathematics
formulation. Considering the complexity and stochastic nature of our model, we employed agent-based
simulation technology to develop three make-to-order apparel SC models introduced in Section 2.
We conducted experiments in the multi-agent simulation model to explore the effect of new sustainable
model and to compare it to traditional model and model with outsourcing mechanism.
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3.1. Problem Description and Formulation

Indices:

c index of company in each supply chain echelon (c = 1, 2, 3, . . . , C)
S index of supply chain echelon (s = 1, 2, 3, . . . , S) (1 means the most downstream supply

chain echelon (closest to the retailer), S means the most upstream supply chain echelon
(farthest from the retailer))

r index of retailer (r = 1, 2, 3, . . . , R)
o index of order (o = 1, 2, 3, . . . , O)

Parameters:

PCcs production capacity of company c in supply chain echelon s
PTcs production time of company c in supply chain echelon s
MIcs maximum inventory of company c in supply chain echelon s
ROPcs reorder point for raw material of company c in supply chain echelon s
WTcs working time of company c in supply chain echelon s
PDcs(=PCcs × Tcs/PTcs) maximum productivity of company c in supply chain echelon s
RMs raw material needed per product in supply chain echelon s
Ps profit per product in supply chain echelon s
OSor order size for order o from retailer r
ORr number of orders placed by retailer r per month
LTor demanded lead time for order o from retailer r
CI cost of warehouse per month
PL penalty per day for late delivery
PR ratio of total profit of an order when sharing the order to another company
BT buffer time for production

Variables:

Ics remaining inventory of raw material of company c in supply chain echelon s
RCcs remaining capacity of company c in supply chain echelon s
WTocs waiting time of order o in the order queue of company c in supply chain echelon s
ROcs remaining number of orders waiting in the queue of company c in supply chain echelon s
RPcs remaining number of products for production in company c in supply chain echelon s
OSocs order size for order o from company c in supply chain echelon s
LTocs demanded lead time for order o from company c in supply chain echelon s
PIocs profit index of order o from company c in supply chain echelon s
EDocs expected delayed days for order o from company c in supply chain echelon s

Decision variables:

Mode =


0, traditioanl supply chain model
1, supply chain model with outsourcing mechanism
2, new collaborative suppy chain model with SCCSP

Based on the introduction of apparel SC in Section 2, we defined several variables as follows:

LTocs =
OSocs

PDc(s+1)
+ BT (1)

LTocs = LToc(s−1) − WTocs −
OSocs

PDc(s+1)
(2)

OSocs = MIcs − Itcs + RMts × OSoc(s−1) (3)

EDocs = OSocs/PDcs + max (RPcs/PDcs, LTocs) + WTocs − LToc(s−1) (4)

Equation (1) defines demanded lead time for an order which is only used for replenish raw
material inventory. Equation (2) defines demanded lead time for an order which is used for production
when a company has no sufficient inventory of raw material but still can accomplish the order in time.
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Equation (3) defines demanded order size for order o from company c in SC echelon s. Equation (4)
defines expected delayed days for order o from company c in SC echelon s.

Constraints and assumptions:

1. Condition for a company start production for received order:{
Itcs > RMts × OSoc(s−1)
RCcs > 0

(5)

2. Condition for a company to replenish raw material:

Itcs − RMts × OSoc(s−1) < ROPcs (6)

3. Condition for a company to share order to the platform/for a big company to outsource the order:{
RS × EDocs × PL > PR × PIoc(s−1)
EDocs > 0

(7)

4. Condition for selecting company x for shared order:
Ixs > RMxs × OSoc(s−1)
RCxs = maxRCcs > 0
ROxs = 0

(8)

3.2. Multi-Agent Simulation Model

In this study, multi-agent-based simulation technology was utilized to realize and compare the
aforementioned model with corresponding parameters, variables, rules, assumptions and constraints.
Agent-based simulation, derived from the field of artificial intelligence, can provide “an innovative
and insightful way to examine SC structure and management problems” [29]; it is “a great support in
methodology and technology for SC network modelling and analysis” [30]. It has been successfully
used in SC research in the past decades (e.g., [31–34]). In agent-based simulation, agents play a vital
role. Agents have been regarded as one of the most appropriate tools to convey information and to
represent real world [33]. We defined three types of agents in our simulation model. Their definitions
and internal structures are introduced in Section 3.2.1. The input parameters and evaluation criteria
are, respectively, introduced in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.

3.2.1. Agent Type

Customer Agent Type

Customer agent type represents customers in apparel SC. It is responsible for stochastically
generating apparel production orders and sending them to corresponding apparel manufacturers.

Supplier Agent Type

Fabric manufacturers, dyeing manufacturer and apparel manufacturer in apparel SC belong to
supplier agent type. Each supplier agent contains process and logic for receiving order, production
and placing order for raw material.

Each supplier agent has four alternative statuses when an order is received:

1. receive the order with sufficient capacity and raw material;
2. receive the order with sufficient capacity and insufficient raw material;
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3. receive the order with insufficient capacity and sufficient raw material; and
4. receive the order with insufficient capacity and insufficient raw material.

As introduced in Section 3.1, according to the condition for start production (Equation (5)) and
condition for share order (Equation (7)), one out of five possible actions was chosen as follows:

1. accept the order and start production immediately;
2. accept the order and waiting for production;
3. accept the order, place an order for replenishing raw material inventory and wait for production;
4. outsource the order to a partner (only applicable for big company in the SC model with

outsourcing mechanism); and
5. share the order to CCSP (only applicable in new sustainable SC model with CCSP).

The flowchart of decision-making process within supplier agent type is indicated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Flowchart of decision-making process within supplier agent type.

Collaborative Cloud Service Platform Agent

In our simulation model, CCSP is a unique agent type. Supplier agent sends demand to this
agent if supplier decides to share the order. Once a demand is received in this agent type, the SPSH
as introduced in Section 2.3.2 is activated. Based on Figure 4, the general java code of SPSH in the
agent-based simulation model is illustrated as follows:

for (c = 0; c < C; c++)
{
if (supplier[c].OrderQueue.size() > 0)
break;
if (supplier[c].RawMaterialQueue.size() < RawMaterialNeeded)
break;
if (supplier[c].Machine.idle() > SelectedSupplierForSharingOrder.Machine.idle()
SelectedSupplierForSharingOrder = supplier[c];
}
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3.2.2. Input Parameters in the Simulation

We collected data from a big apparel company located in Jiangsu Province, China. This company
applied make-to-order strategy for production and had many SME partners to implement outsourcing
mechanism. We also conducted several interviews with professionals working in apparel industry.
In our simulation model, there are 50 companies (1 big company and 49 SMEs) in each SC echelon.
The differences between big company and SMEs are reflected in their capacity scale, warehouse scale
and order arrival rate per month. We only considered one type of production, namely the production of
shirt, to reduce the complexity of simulation model. We also assumed that the raw material inventory
of all fabric manufacturers is infinity, as they are on the most upstream echelon in our SC model.
The PR are different between outsourcing mechanism and sharing to CCSP, as big manufacturer has
leading power in the SC model with outsourcing mechanism while CCSP provides an equal position
for all players on the platform. Discrete uniform distribution was employed on some input parameters
to make sure every company is unique. Probability distribution was also used for order size and
demanded lead time, so that every order placed by customer is stochastic and different from each other.
Based on collected data, interviews and aforementioned discussions, we obtained input parameters
for the simulation model, as shown in Table 1.

3.2.3. Evaluation Criteria

To evaluate and compare the sustainability of three SC models, we defined five sustainable SC
key performance indicators (KPIs) as criteria:

• Unit cost = (Total inventory cost + Total late delivery penalty + Total raw Material Cost)/Yield of
a company

• Average lead time: The average duration in a company from receiving an order to completing
the order

• Facility utilization = Effective machine operating time/Total working time of a company
• Delayed order percentage = Total number of not-on-time completed order/Total number of

completed order of a company
• Yield: The total number of products produced in a company in the given period of time

The five KPIs served as output of the simulation. They covered various perspectives of
sustainability in SC, e.g., financial perspective, customer satisfaction perspective, efficiency perspective
and operation perspective. Therefore, the model could be evaluated comprehensively in terms of
sustainability according to the five KPIs.
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Table 1. Input parameters.

Big Apparel
Manufacturer

Apparel
Manufacturing SMEs

Big Dyeing
Manufacturer Dyeing SMEs Big Fabric

Manufacturer
Fabric

Manufacturing SMEs

PCcs 120 sewing machines Uniform (30, 40)
sewing machines 8 dyeing machines Uniform (2, 3)

dyeing machines 12 weaving machines Uniform (5, 8)
weaving machines

PTcs 35 min 35 min 420 min 420 min 2.08 min 2.08 min

MIcs 8000 m Uniform (2000, 4000) m 16,000 m Uniform (4000, 8000) m Infinity Infinity

ROPcs 4000 m Uniform (1000, 2000) m 8000 m Uniform (2000, 4000) m - -

WTcs 8 h/day 8 h/day 8 h/day 8 h/day 8 h/day 8 h/day

RMs Uniform (1.5, 2) m/piece Uniform (1.5, 2) m/piece 1 m/m 1 m/m - -

Ps
Uniform (5, 15)

CNY/piece
Uniform (5, 15)

CNY/piece
Uniform (0.5, 1.5)

CNY/m
Uniform (0.5, 1.5)

CNY/m
Uniform (0.5, 1.5)

CNY/m
Uniform (0.5, 1.5)

CNY/m

OSor
Uniform (30, 1000)

pieces/order
Uniform (30, 1000)

pieces/order - - - -

ORr 60 orders/month Uniform (15, 20)
orders/month - - - -

LTor Triangular (5, 20, 30) Triangular (5, 20, 30) - - - -

CI 40,000 CNY/month Uniform (10,000, 20,000)
CNY/month 40,000 CNY/month Uniform (10,000, 20,000)

CNY/month 40,000 CNY/month Uniform (10,000, 20,000)
CNY/month

PL 500 CNY/day 500 CNY/day 500 CNY/day 500 CNY/day 500 CNY/day 500 CNY/day

PR 50% (outsourcing)/
70% (CCSP)

50% (outsourcing)/
70% (CCSP)

50% (outsourcing)/
70% (CCSP)

50% (outsourcing)/
70% (CCSP)

50% (outsourcing)/
70% (CCSP)

50% (outsourcing)/
70% (CCSP)

BT Uniform (5, 10) days Uniform (5, 10) days Uniform (5, 10) days Uniform (5, 10) days Uniform (5, 10) days Uniform (5, 10) days
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4. Results and Discussion

We run three SC models for 30 replications, respectively, in simulation for a duration of 180 days.
For each replication, the seed of random number generator was same for three models to guarantee
the validation of comparison. We processed output data and calculated five predefined KPIs of
each company in each replication. Then, we calculated the average value of KPIs for big company,
SMEs and whole cluster (all companies) in each SC echelon in each replication. As we assumed the
inventory is infinite for fabric manufacturing echelon, we did not take companies in this SC echelon
into consideration for further analysis. Finally, we obtained the range of each KPIs and also calculated
the 95% confidence interval (CI) for mean of 30 replications. All corresponding statistics are shown
in Appendix A. The output data obtained by simulation of SC model with outsourcing mechanism
are close to the real data we collected from the company in Jiangsu, China. Besides, we built our
simulation model step by step, as introduced in Section 3.2, and undertook strict debugging process.
Therefore, our simulation model could be regarded as representative and validated to our case.

The comparisons of mean value of each KPIs of different clusters and companies are shown in
Figures 6–9. Based on Figures 6 and 7, we can see that new proposed SC model performed much better
for the whole apparel industry cluster in all aspects compared to traditional SC model and SC model
with outsourcing mechanism. For apparel manufacturer cluster, the improvement was remarkable in
the new model in terms of average lead time, unit cost and delayed order percentage: at least 29.62%
improvement was obtained. For dyeing manufacturer cluster, the improvement was also significant
in new model in terms of unit cost and delayed order percentage, with at least 26.63% improvement
compared to the two other models. Therefore, our proposed SC model with CCSP is optimal choice for
apparel industry cluster in each SC echelon. If we compare the SC model with outsource mechanism
to traditional SC model, the difference is not significant at all: slight improvements were obtained in
some aspects, while declines were also discovered in other aspects. Therefore, outsourcing mechanism
cannot bring general benefits to the whole apparel industry cluster.

Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. KPIs of apparel manufacturer cluster.

Figure 7. KPIs of dyeing manufacturer cluster.
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Figure 8. KPIs of big apparel manufacturer and apparel manufacturing SMEs.

According to Figure 8, we can see the influence of outsourcing mechanism and CCSP on apparel
manufacturers of different scales. For big apparel manufacturers, outsourcing mechanism significantly
increased their SC performance in all checked aspects, especially in terms of average lead time, unit cost
and delayed order percentage, with a dramatic raise of 40.21–92.86% compared to traditional SC model.
Outsourcing mechanism performed much better than new SC model with CCSP in these three aspects.
However, its improvements were not as high as new SC model in terms of facility utilization and
yield. This is because big manufacturers outsource many orders to their SME partners, thus they are
not always in full workload. Therefore, outsourcing mechanism is a better choice for big apparel
manufacturers. For apparel manufacturing SMEs, the effect is different. The performance of SC
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model with outsourcing mechanism and traditional SC model were almost the same in five checked
aspects. We expected that SMEs could get increase in facility utilization and yield, as they may receive
additional orders from big apparel manufacturers. However, it is not reflected in the simulation model.
On the other hand, new sustainable model helps apparel manufacturing SMEs achieve dramatic
upgrade in all five KPIs. Therefore, CCSP can bring comprehensive benefits to apparel SMEs.

Figure 9. KPIs of big dyeing manufacturer and dyeing SMEs.

According to Figure 9, we can see the influence of outsourcing mechanism and CCSP on dyeing
manufacturers of different scales. We can find similar pattern as the comparison for big apparel
manufacturer. Remarkable improvements were obtained with outsourcing mechanism in terms of
average lead time (a 46.11% decrease), unit cost (an 88.8% decrease) and delayed order percentage
(a 58.47% decrease). However, there is also a 10.81% decrease in facility utilization and 16.20%
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decrease in yield of big dyeing manufacturer compared to traditional SC model, which are unexpected.
Even though there is no dramatic difference between new sustainable model and traditional model,
every checked KPI was improved to some extent in new sustainable model. For dyeing SMEs, we can
get same conclusion as outcome for apparel manufacturing SMEs. SC performances of dyeing SMEs
are almost the same in outsourcing mechanism and traditional model. Improvements in all aspects
(from 4.85% to 49.87%) were achieved in new sustainable model for dyeing SMEs. Therefore, CCSP is
the optimal scenario for dyeing SMEs in apparel SC.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed a collaborative cloud service platform to create a sustainable
make-to-order apparel supply chain model. A service provider selection heuristic was designed
for the platform to select optimal supplier corresponding to each demand received by the platform.
We utilized multi-agent-based simulation technology to build our proposed platform and to evaluate
new sustainable SC model. We also conducted simulation experiment to compare our new model to
traditional apparel make-to-order SC model and SC model with outsourcing mechanism. Based on
simulation experiment results, we demonstrated the remarkable advantage of our proposed sustainable
SC model with CCSP. We also obtained several conclusions:

1. In general, CCSP can bring comprehensive benefits to companies in every echelon of apparel
SC, namely dyeing manufacturing echelon and apparel manufacturing echelon. CCSP integrates
information sharing, resource sharing, joint decision-making and profit sharing into one novel
sustainable SC model, which is an innovative approach to enhance supply chain sustainability
and overcome defects in current make-to-order apparel SC.

2. The SPSH heuristics can provide optimal solution in decision-making for service provider
selection. Therefore, optimal resource allocation was achieved in apparel SC, leading to significant
improvements in multiple aspects of sustainable SC performance.

3. Outsourcing, as a widely used mechanism in apparel industry currently, is not an optimized
choice in terms of SC sustainability for the whole cluster in apparel industry. There is no
significant difference in terms of SC performance of whole cluster between make-to-order apparel
SC model with outsourcing mechanism and traditional make-to-order apparel SC model.

4. Outsourcing mechanism is still an outstanding scenario for big company in apparel industry.
Although our proposed new model can, to some extent, improve SC sustainable performance of
big companies, outsourcing mechanism can bring much higher improvements in some aspects,
e.g., average lead time, unit cost and delayed order percentage.

5. Our new sustainable model with CCSP helps apparel SMEs obtain dramatically enhanced
performance in make-to-order apparel supply chain. It provides a service platform for small
businesses in apparel industry to collaborate and share with each other for increasing both overall
and individual competitive power. It is the optimal and desirable choice for apparel companies,
especially apparel SMEs, to survive and become competitive in the future trend of sustainable SC.

In previous research, studies regarding cloud manufacturing mainly proposed the concept or
model by introducing new structure or system, while no study evaluated its exact effect on SC
performance. We obtained exact effect of CCSP on SC performance through multi-agent simulation to
fill this gap. Moreover, we developed a sustainable make-to-order SC model by mainly considering the
sustainable performance of apparel SMEs, which play an important part in today’s apparel industry.
This was never done in previous practice or research. The outcome of this study could be applied in the
whole apparel SC. Apparel companies, especially SMEs, could benefit from the cloud platform with
corresponding sustainable SC model proposed in this study. Although this study is aiming at apparel
industry, the conceptual model with collaborative cloud service platform can also be instructive to
other industries: companies can implement CCSP to improve sustainability performance. The concept,
structure and heuristic of CCSP can be a promising direction in future SC research; it can be also
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useful in several other popular aspects, such as Internet of Things, industry 4.0 and intelligent system.
Such innovative model could also be a starting point for the ideal C2B model in future SC. However,
there are also some limitations in this study. For example, we did not consider the influence of CCSP on
logistics activities or its performance under different workload (busy season and idle season). It could
also be very interesting to study the effect of CCSP on different aspects under distinct conditions
in future research. Besides, CCSP only provides a platform for companies to share their redundant
resource and orders which they cannot complete. It could be interesting to integrate more intelligent
functions into the platform, e.g., sharing inventory or collaborative raw material purchase. They are
all expected to be studied in future research.
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Appendix A

Table A1. KPI statistics of apparel manufacturer cluster.

Model Statistics Item Average Facility
Utilization

Average Lead
Time (Days)

Average Unit
Cost (CNY)

Delayed Order
Percentage Total Yield (Pieces)

Traditional
95% CI for mean 0.790 ± 0.005 12.234 ± 0.466 4.393 ± 0.199 0.232 ± 0.014 2,588,719.9 ± 13,388.206

Range (0.763, 0.818) (10.281, 14.492) (3.347, 5.344) (0.163, 0.296) (2,525,445, 2,681,497)

Outsource
95% CI for mean 0.791 ± 0.005 11.994 ± 0.363 4.419 ± 0.159 0.219 ± 0.011 2,586,674.5 ± 12,560.559

Range (0.767, 0.815) (10.189, 14.189) (3.452, 5.152) (0.166, 0.278) (2,510,058, 2,652,278)

New
95% CI for mean 0.823 ± 0.005 7.897 ± 0.479 2.501 ± 0.074 0.081 ± 0.013 2,722,699.233 ± 13,351.842

Range (0.802, 0.858) (6.072, 10.605) (2.253, 2.953) (0.035, 0.156) (2,663,983, 2,781,564)

Table A2. KPI statistics of big apparel manufacturer.

Model Statistics Item Average Facility
Utilization

Average Lead
Time (Days)

Average Unit
Cost (CNY)

Delayed Order
Percentage Total Yield (Pieces)

Traditional
95% CI for mean 0.79 ± 0.004 10.642 ± 1.561 2.532 ± 0.43 0.338 ± 0.048 17,0748.9 ± 906.168

Range (0.755, 0.804) (2.357, 18.345) (1.53, 6.487) (0, 0.504) (163,014, 173,626)

Outsource
95% CI for mean 0.786 ± 0.018 2.542 ± 0.725 1.514 ± 0.035 0.017 ± 0.032 169,582.033 ± 3915.593

Range (0.722, 0.896) (1.508, 12.176) (1.315, 1.767) (0, 0.473) (155,471, 193,987)

New
95% CI for mean 0.85 ± 0.008 4.286 ± 0.59 1.579 ± 0.063 0.166 ± 0.058 184,213.8 ± 1875.816

Range (0.81, 0.899) (2.634, 8.523) (1.37, 2.059) (0, 0.641) (175,189, 195,061)

Table A3. KPI statistics of apparel manufacturing SMEs.

Model Statistics Item Average Facility
Utilization

Average Lead
Time (Days)

Average Unit
Cost (CNY)

Delayed Order
Percentage Total Yield (Pieces)

Traditional
95% CI for mean 0.79 ± 0.005 12.266 ± 0.467 4.431 ± 0.202 0.237 ± 0.014 2,417,971 ± 13,460.328

Range (0.762, 0.818) (10.34, 14.556) (3.379, 5.413) (0.167, 0.307) (2,354,267, 2,510,791)

Outsource
95% CI for mean 0.79 ± 0.005 12.187 ± 0.368 4.478 ± 0.163 0.234 ± 0.012 2,417,092.467 ± 11,904.965

Range (0.768, 0.816) (10.365, 14.377) (3.491, 5.228) (0.177, 0.298) (2,347,572, 2,492,500)

New
95% CI for mean 0.823 ± 0.005 7.971 ± 0.48 2.52 ± 0.074 0.085 ± 0.013 2,538,485.433 ± 12,926.34

Range (0.801, 0.858) (6.135, 10.676) (2.268, 2.972) (0.037, 0.163) (2,487,476, 2,596,009)
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Table A4. KPI statistics of dyeing manufacturer cluster.

Model Statistics Item Average Facility
Utilization

Average Lead
Time (Days)

Average Unit
Cost (CNY)

Delayed Order
Percentage Total Yield (m)

Traditional
95% CI for mean 0.927 ± 0.003 29.991 ± 0.7 1.972 ± 0.08 0.238 ± 0.012 5,237,867.567 ± 25,954.387

Range (0.912, 0.912) (25.556, 35.409) (1.536, 2.667) (0.266, 0.439) (5,154,296, 5,422,632)

Outsource
95% CI for mean 0.934 ± 0.004 29.824 ± 0.836 1.88 ± 0.091 0.335 ± 0.014 5,274,897.467 ± 31,001.001

Range (0.901, 0.954) (25.404, 34.679) (1.29, 2.566) (0.268, 0.413) (5,109,498, 5,437,036)

New
95% CI for mean 0.972 ± 0.002 24.654 ± 1.371 0.99 ± 0.168 0.248 ± 0.03 5,681,484.9 ± 22,070.087

Range (0.952, 0.981) (17.79, 30.741) (0.155, 1.698) (0.06, 0.357) (5,527,098, 5,777,804)

Table A5. KPI statistics of big dyeing manufacturer.

Model Statistics Item Average Facility
Utilization

Average Lead
Time (Days)

Average Unit
Cost (CNY)

Delayed Order
Percentage Total Yield (m)

Traditional
95% CI for mean 0.934 ± 0.003 66.154 ± 2.233 1.901 ± 0.135 0.537 ± 0.024 338,324.267 ± 1828.138

Range (0.91, 0.944) (50.092, 73.768) (3.14, 4.406) (0.364, 0.611) (324,216, 345,194)

Outsource
95% CI for mean 0.833 ± 0.019 35.65 ± 3.742 0.213 ± 0.164 0.223 ± 0.073 283,500.433 ± 10,350.579

Range (0.752, 0.968) (19.004, 53.611) (0.194, 0.324) (0, 0.476) (240,902, 363,864)

New
95% CI for mean 0.955 ± 0.005 59.416 ± 2.685 1.036 ± 0.111 0.515 ± 0.025 353,250.067 ± 2952.141

Range (0.927, 0.979) (36.278, 69.873) (0.262, 1.576) (0.239, 0.587) (336,762, 371,446)

Table A6. KPI statistics of dyeing SMEs.

Model Statistics Item Average Facility
Utilization

Average Lead
Time (Days)

Average Unit
Cost (CNY)

Delayed Order
Percentage Total Yield (m)

Traditional
95% CI for mean 0.927 ± 0.003 29.253 ± 0.702 1.973 ± 0.082 0.331 ± 0.012 4,899,543.3 ± 25,464.648

Range (0.911, 0.945) (24.92, 34.744) (1.541, 2.682) (0.262, 0.435) (4,812,848, 5079,448)

Outsource
95% CI for mean 0.936 ± 0.004 29.705 ± 0.81 1.914 ± 0.091 0.338 ± 0.013 4,991,397.033 ± 32,673.74

Range (0.901, 0.956) (25.272, 34.381) (1.32, 2.609) (0.273, 0.412) (4,991,397.033, 5,138,218)

New
95% CI for mean 0.972 ± 0.002 23.944 ± 1.368 0.989 ± 0.17 0.241 ± 0.03 5,328,234.833 ± 20,178.224

Range (0.952, 0.981) (17.098, 29.954) (0.153, 1.701) (0.046, 0.352) (5,190,336, 5,414,682)
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